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Island Investment Development Inc.
Minister’s Message

THE HONOURABLE ANTOINETTE PERRY
Lieutenant Governor of Prince Edward Island

May It Please Your Honour:

Pursuant to the Annual Reporting Framework of the Financial Administration Act
governing Crown Corporations, I am pleased to present to you, the Annual Report
of Island Investment Development Inc. for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020.

Sincerely Yours,

Hon. Matthew MacKay
Minister of Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture
September 23, 2020
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Island Investment Development Inc.
Message from the Chairperson

TO THE HONOURABLE MATTHEW MACKAY
Minister of Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture
Prince Edward Island
Dear Minister,
I take pleasure in presenting you with the Annual Report for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 2020.
This Annual Report is being presented pursuant to the Island Investment
Development Act.

Sincerely Yours,

Johnny Flynn
Chairperson, Board of Directors – Island Investment Development Inc.
September 23, 2020
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Island Investment Development Inc.
Message from the Executive Director

TO THE HONOURABLE MATTHEW MACKAY
Minister of Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture
Prince Edward Island
Dear Minister,
I present to you the Annual Report for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2020.
This Annual Report is being presented pursuant to the Island Investment
Development Act.

Sincerely Yours,

Jamie Aiken, CPA, CA
Executive Director
September 23, 2020
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Island Investment Development Inc.
Government Entity Overview
Island Investment Development Inc. (IIDI) is a crown corporation administered by a board reporting to
the Minister of Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture. IIDI’s mandate is authorized under the Island
Investment Development Act (1990, c.13 R.S.P.E.I. 1988, 1-10.1). IIDI’s responsibilities are as follows:


raise capital in foreign and domestic markets;



provide financing to projects of significant economic benefit to the province;



promote the province as a destination for offshore investment and;



attract entrepreneurial expertise and skilled labour to the province.

Mission
The mission of IIDI is to deliver adaptive programs and services that facilitate the economic and social
growth of PEI by attracting and retaining newcomers to the province and to attract immigration
applications that are best suited to positively contribute to the province’s unique economy and culture.
IIDI continues to focus on this while working with other Departments to promote and implement
population retention strategies.
Vision
The vision of IIDI is to establish and maintain Prince Edward Island as a destination of choice for
newcomers and current residents.
Mandate
IIDI is responsible for immigration, settlement and retention while working collaboratively with other
departments toward the overall economic and population growth of PEI. IIDI’s programs and services
also extend to Islanders, both within and outside of the province, and to Canadians looking for
opportunities in Prince Edward Island.
IIDI is committed to its vision of establishing and maintaining Prince Edward Island as a destination of
choice for newcomers and current residents. It is through our commitment to this vision, which IIDI will
work to:
•

Administer the PEI Provincial Nominee Program (PNP) and Atlantic Immigration Pilot Program
(AIPP) and select immigrants who fulfill a labour market need, and will make a contribution to
PEI’s economy;

•

Develop, implement and deliver immigration programs that encourage the integration and
retention of newcomers;
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•

Promote relationships and support services for connecting employers with foreign national
employees;

•

Market all of the immigration pathways to Prince Edward Island, and promote PEI as an
attractive immigration destination for both working opportunities and community building;

•

Provide coordination and funding to stakeholders that are delivering various services to
newcomers;

•

Stimulate economic development through lending, to support the growth and needs of the
private sector in PEI and;

•

Support immigrant entrepreneurs in the establishment of their business.

PEI Office of Immigration
Operating as the PEI Office of Immigration, IIDI is responsible for provincial immigration as outlined in
the Canada-Prince Edward Island Co-operation on Immigration agreement. This responsibility includes
the delivery of the Prince Edward Island Provincial Nominee Program (PNP) as well as the promotion,
recruitment, selection, settlement and integration of immigrants to the province. IIDI is also responsible
for administering the Atlantic Immigration Pilot Program in collaboration with Immigration Refugee and
Citizenship Canada (IRCC).
The Provincial Nominee Programs were established by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
(IRCC) formerly Citizenship Immigration Canada (CIC) beginning in the late 1990’s to allow provinces and
territories to nominate foreign nationals who met the requirements for economic immigration and were
interested in settling in their province. Prince Edward Island signed the agreement in June 2008. One of
the primary goals of the new agreements was to support a shift in the destination of newcomers to
benefit smaller provinces, such as Prince Edward Island.
The Prince Edward Island Provincial Nominee Program (PNP) nominates individuals to the federal
government for permanent residency. Individuals are chosen based on their ability to economically
establish and their intent to live and work in PEI. If approved by the federal government, they receive
permanent residence. Additionally, the province has signed a 3 year agreement with IRCC to implement
the Atlantic Immigration Pilot Program (AIPP). The AIPP is designed to support Atlantic Canada with an
additional 2,500 newcomers and their families annually. During the 2018/2019 year, a two year
extension to the Pilot was announced expiring in December 2021. Negotiations are currently ongoing
between the Provinces and the Federal government to make the AIPP a permanent program.
The process of receiving permanent residency through the immigration pathway can be a lengthy process
with average processing times ranging from six months to two years. The Office of Immigration accepts
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and reviews applications for PNP, and if approved, the candidate is then nominated to the federal
government for permanent residency. After being approved by IRCC for permanent residency, the
candidates (and family members) land on PEI and are recorded as permanent residency admissions for
PEI.

Programs and Initiatives
Expression of Interest
In 2018, IIDI launched an Expression of Interest (EOI) system for receiving applications. All foreign
nationals interested in applying for permanent residency through the Business Impact Category, Express
Entry or Labour Impact Category must first create an account and profile through our on-line Expression
of Interest System.
On a monthly basis, applicants who meet our program criteria, and meet the minimum established point
threshold will receive an Invitation to Apply to the PEI Provincial Nominee Program. During fiscal
2019/2020, IIDI invited 138 applicants to the Business program and 1,340 applicants to our Labour
programs (total 1,478).
Details on our Expression of Interest draws can be found on our website at: www.princeedwardisland.
ca/en/topic/expression-interest.
Immigration Categories
Business Impact Category- Foreign nationals who are planning to establish a business on PEI use this
pathway to gain permanent residency. The Business Impact Category aims to attract the applicants that
have sufficient financial resources and either a history of business ownership or a high-level of
management experience. This category aids in stimulating economic development and helps
diversify the market opportunities through attracting new business owners to PEI.
This stream allows applicants to come to PEI on a Work Permit and purchase and/or start their business
prior to being nominated by the Province. Nomination for permanent residency is then dependent on
the performance of the applicant.
Labour Impact Category- The employer-driven category of PEI programs is called the Labour Impact
Category. The Labour Impact Category is designed to help fill permanent labour shortages and skill gaps
in PEI businesses who have exhausted all other avenues of finding a PEI resident, or other Canadian,
willing and able to perform the job. This category provides support pathways to permanent residency for
foreign nationals who have a valid long-term job offer from a company located in PEI. The Labour Impact
Category ensures that island businesses are able to find suitable employees when labour shortages arise
due to required skill sets or seasonality. The three streams from which an applicant can choose, are as
follows:
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I.

II.

III.

Skilled Worker: This program is designed to attract and retain highly skilled workers that
have completed the appropriate training, work experience and language ability to fill
employer-identified labour market shortages. This stream is typically used by the
Information Technology, Restaurant and Tourism, Aerospace, Agriculture and Health
Care Sectors to help address their labour shortages.
Critical Worker: This program is also designed to attract and retain workers to fill longterm labour market shortages in occupations that typically require a high school
education and/or on-the-job training. Transportation and Logistics, Seafood Processing,
and Health Care are sectors that typically use this stream to help address their labour
shortages.
International Graduate: This program is designed to provide a pathway for those
students that attended a publicly funded PEI University or College to obtain permanent
residency, so long as they find full time employment with a PEI employer.
Prince Edward Island continues to be a destination of choice of international students.
PEI post-secondary institutions are attended each year by thousands of international
students because of its culture and community. It is imperative that we make sure that
these talented, bright, young individuals have the opportunity to stay on PEI and build
their lives here and contribute to growing the PEI economy after graduation.

Express Entry- IRCC has an electronic application management system that was started in 2015 called
Express Entry. The programs that are administered through this system are the Federal Skilled Worker,
the Federal Skilled Trades, and the Canadian Experience Class. Applicants are ranked on a number of
human capital factors and the top scoring applicants are then invited to apply for permanent residency.
The primary goals of the Express Entry Category are to eliminate backlogs that IRCC had in these
programs, to eliminate the requirement to process files on a first-in, first-out basis, and to improve
overall processing times. Through this system, only the top ranked applicants are selected to apply. IRCC
has committed to a process that will see 80% of applicants processed within six months.
Each province is given an enhanced allocation to use through Express Entry in order to nominate
individuals who intended to live and work in that province. Applicants through this stream are required
to meet the criteria of at least one of the federal programs mentioned above that are administered
through the system, as well as having expressed their interest to live and work in PEI. IIDI then selects
the individuals that meet the specific needs of the province’s labour market and invites them to make a
formal application.
Atlantic Immigration Pilot- In July 2016 a partnership between the federal government and the four
Atlantic Canadian provinces was announced to launch a new Atlantic Growth Strategy. The partnership
was aimed at increasing job opportunities and stimulating economic development in Atlantic Canada.
Included in the plan was a three year immigration pilot program which is aimed to increase the number
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of new immigrants establishing in the Atlantic region by 2,000 additional families annually. Due to the
success of the program, IRCC has extended the program until December 2021 as well as increased the
annual allocation to the Atlantic region by five hundred.
The Atlantic Immigration Pilot Program (AIPP) is an employer-driven federal immigration pilot program
that is designed to help PEI businesses fill permanent labour shortages and skill gaps by endorsing
foreign nationals for permanent residency. The AIPP includes three different streams that aim to address
different needs:
i.
ii.
iii.
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Atlantic High Skilled Program: allows employers to attract highly skilled individuals
Atlantic Intermediate Skilled Program: allows employers to attract semi-skilled
individuals
Atlantic International Graduate Program: allows employers to attract recent graduates
from Atlantic Canadian post-secondary institutions.

Island Investment Development Inc.
Fund Management, Lending and Strategic Initiatives
IIDI also administers the PEI Century 2000 Fund Inc. (PEICF), which was created to support the growth
and needs of the private sector and stimulate economic development. Through this fund, IIDI invests
federal immigrant funds through strategic low interest financing to PEI businesses where there will be
significant economic benefit to the Province.
General lending conditions associated with PEICF loans are as follows:
•

Loans are available for a term of five years;

•

Loans bear interest at an annual rate of 4%;

•

PEICF seeks similar security packages as would be ordinarily sought by a traditional chartered
bank;

•

At the end of 2019/20 fiscal year the loan portfolio was $180,284,584.

PEICF’s lending activities are aligned with provincial priorities and Innovation PEI’s Strategic Sectors. On
occasion, PEICF may also finance certain projects that may fall outside of PEI’s Strategic Sectors, which
have significant economic benefits to the provincial economy.
In many instances PEICF works in partnership with traditional lending institutions, Federal Government
agencies and other local economic development agencies to complete financing packaged for a variety
of projects.
Slemon Park is a private corporation and is owned 100% by IIDI. IIDI works collaboratively with Slemon
Park Corporation on key initiatives to support economic growth. Slemon Park is a globally competitive
business park that hosts some of the world’s most successful aerospace, manufacturing, and public
safety training organizations. Slemon Park is also home to a thriving residential community of more than
230 families and 700 people. Slemon Park amenities include; a private airport, hotel, conference centre,
food services, health centre, retail outlet and more. Slemon Park is a unique opportunity for businesses,
families and people to work, live and learn.
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Key Indicators
The Province of Prince Edward Island is given an allocation from IRCC every year, which is the maximum
number of permanent resident nomination certificates IIDI can use in a year. A nomination certificate
represents a family unit and is given out on a calendar year basis. The Province’s allocation for 2019 is
1,050. The allocation given to the Province is then further divided between the PEI PNP streams, also
known as “base allocation” of 700 and the Express Entry stream, called “enhanced allocation” of 350. In
fiscal 2019/20 there was an additional allocation of 177 under the Atlantic Immigration Pilot. During the
year, we were able to utilize 97% of the total nominations allocated by IRCC to the Province.
There are a number of selection factors that are used by IIDI to ensure that all candidates meet program
criteria and allow for the best chance for successful candidates to economically establish themselves in
Prince Edward Island. Age, education, language ability, work experience, and connection to the
workforce are all key factors that influence the success of a newcomer after their landing. The following
tables reflect an overview of IIDI’s nominations for 2019-2020.
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In 2019-2020, 96% of nominations were for employer driven programs to support workforce in PEI. The
decrease in entrepreneur nominations is related to the transition from the Escrow Model (direct to
Permanent Residence) to the work permit model (Temporary Residence to Permanent Residence). 118
work permit support letters were issued to entrepreneur applicants in 2019-2020. Upon completion of
Performance Agreements, the Work Permit applicants will then be nominated by the Province to apply
to the Federal government for permanent residence.
Table 1: 2019-20 Nominations by Stream
Stream

#

Labour Streams

%
572

48%

44

4%

Express Entry

383

32%

Atlantic Immigration Pilot

188

16%

1187

100%

Business/Entrepreneur Streams

Total
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Level of education is one factor that IIDI evaluates when determining the likelihood of an applicant to
economically establish in the province. The table below summarizes the highest level of educations
achieved by our program applicants in 2019-2020.
Table 2: 2019-20 Nominations by Level of Education
Level of Education

#

Ph. D

%
7

1%

52

4%

Bachelor’s Degree

197

17%

Certificate/Diploma

611

51%

11

1%

Master’s Degree

Trade/Apprenticeship
Secondary
Total

309

26%

1187

100%

Note: Minimum education requirement for the AIPP is Secondary. All applicants under this stream are
included in this category.
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An aging population has a direct effect on the economy and the overall labour market. The table below
summarizes our nominations by age over all of our immigration streams. In 2019-2020, 84% of our
nominations were under the age of 40 (79% in 2018-2019). These high percentages of newcomers under
the age of 40 settling in Prince Edward Island have helped the decline of the province’s median age over
the last 3 years.
Table 3: 2019-20 Nominations by Age
Age at Nomination

#

%

21-29

734

62%

30-39

256

22%

40-49

159

13%

50-59

34

3%

4

0%

1187

100%

60+
Total
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Creating familiar communities and strong cultural surroundings for newcomers is important in the
successful settlement and retention of newcomers in PEI. The countries of origin that have been
nominated by PEI have diversified over the past number of years. A total of 83 different countries of
origin are represented by our program applicants.
Table 4: 2019-20 Nominations by Country
Country

#

%

India

648

54%

Philippines

175

15%

China

95

8%

Nigeria

21

2%

Jamaica

21

2%

All Other Countries
Total
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227

19%

1187

100%
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Our immigration programs are helping the province increase its population, reduce its median age and
provide economic benefits to the entire province. Immigration programs have been a key contributor
towards regional and rural development as new families move into communities across PEI. The table
below summarizes the increased percentage of newcomers who have settled in rural communities over
the last several years.
Table 5: Rural Landings Percentage
2016
Rural
Urban (Charlottetown)

2017

2018

2019

9%

11%

19%

22%

91%

89%

81%

78%

The table below reflects the immigration landings (permanent residence for all family members) in
Prince Edward Island for all immigration programs.
Table 6: Prince Edward Island Landings
2016

2017

2018

2019

Family Class

80

85

110

135

Economic Immigration - Federal

40

125

310

505

1,930

2,050

1,630

1,725

265

90

85

80

2,315

2,350

2,135

2,445

Economic Immigration - Provincial
Refugees (Protected Persons)
Total
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Summary of the Strategic Plan and Future Direction
IIDI will continue to deliver adaptive programs and services that facilitate and stimulate economic and
social growth on Prince Edward Island. Immigration continues to be an important part of addressing the
overall demographics that our province and our region is facing (ie. aging populations, declining
workforce, smaller family sizes). Immigration has had positive effects on many areas of our economy.


Over 400 employers in our province have turned to immigration to assist with labour shortages.



The economic impact of immigration to our province, including international students to PEI is
$232 million (from Census 2016 data).



The recent population growth of 2.2% assists the province’s overall economic outlook and helps
provide public services such as: health care, social programs and infrastructure.



The majority of PEI’s population growth is driven from immigration with approximately 2,400
people arriving annually.



PEI was one of three provinces this year that did see the median age decline (now at 43.2 years).
This is primarily due to the increase in the 20-29 age cohorts.



Over 50% of nominations through immigration support young families, including international
students in this age cohort who chose to start their career PEI.



Prince Edward Island had the highest growth rate in labour force at 3.8%.



PEI’s manufacturing shipments are up 18 per cent for year-to-date - one of the top three sectors
utilizing immigration to supplement domestic workforce.



Urban housing starts are up 38 per cent for 2019.



Retail sales are up 3.6 per cent for 2019.

We continue to see immigration as an important factor in our economic and social growth in years to
come as the Province’s allocation of permanent resident nomination certificates from IRCC continues to
increase.
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Table 7: Provincial Permanent Resident Allocations
Stream

2019

2020

Provincial Nominee Programs

700

800

Express Entry

350

350

Atlantic Immigration Pilot

177

222

1,227

1,372

Total

The COVID-19 virus has impacted immigration across Canada significantly, bringing about broad closures
within Canada and globally. These closures include international borders, visa application centers, many
services that affect migration flows (biometrics, language assessment services, refugee referral services,
etc.), as well as settlement services. The impacts of the pandemic on IRCC’s operations have been
significant. As a result, it is expected that immigration levels for Canada will not be achieved for 2020
and some impacts are anticipated to persist into 2021. This will certainly affect landings of newcomers
to PEI with permanent resident approvals expected to be lower than 2019 levels.
While landings of newcomers may be lower due to the effect of COVID-19 on Federal processing, the
Province has continued to support workforce in PEI by nominating individuals for Permanent Residence
who have been living and working in PEI, especially those in essential service industries (ie. Healthcare,
trucking, manufacturing and processing). We anticipate our annual nomination levels for 2020 to be
comparable to prior years.
Immigration planning priorities for 2021-2023 will need to consider impacts due to the COVID-19
pandemic without losing sight of long-term population and economic objectives.
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Highlights and Accomplishments
In fiscal 2019/20, PEI’s population is projected to have grown 2.0% to 158, 717. This was the largest
percentage change for all provinces in Canada.
The number of employed persons on PEI has increased by 2.6% in 2019. This is the second highest
growth among all provinces. As a result the unemployment rate decreased 0.6% to 8.8%, which is the
lowest annual average since 1976.

Population
Growth

Employment
Growth

Diversification

Fiscal 2019/20
up 2.0% to
158, 717

Employment up
2.6% in 2019

96% of
Nominatons for
Employer Driven
Programs

Highest growth
rate in Canada

Unemployment
down 0.6% to
8.8%.

Top Countries
include: India,
China &
Phillipines

As part of its mandate, IIDI continues to provide settlement support for entrepreneurs that immigrate to
PEI through the Business Impact Category. Much of this support is provided in-house through the
Business Integration Unit. The staff in this unit meets with newcomers within one month of their landing
date in Canada, they continue to meet with them and answer any questions in order to ensure the
newcomers compliance with their escrow or performance agreements.
IIDI is a funding partner with the Greater Charlottetown Area Chamber of Commerce for the PEI
Connectors Program. The PEI Connectors program connects newcomer entrepreneurs to local business
and community leaders to help them build networks and establish or purchase a business. They do this
through hosting one on one meetings, business workshops, community outreach bus tours, and
networking events as part of their programming. PEI Connectors Program has a presence in all three
counties with offices in Charlottetown, Summerside and Montague. PEI Connectors also manages a pay-
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it-forward program that taps engaged community and business leaders to help employment-ready local
and international graduates and newcomers build professional networks and break into the local labour
market. Through direct referrals, participants learn about the local job market and rapidly grow their
business network which increases their likelihood of finding a job in their field and staying in Prince
Edward Island.
IIDI has funded a Settlement Worker position at the PEI Association for Newcomers (PEIANC). This
individual is responsible for travelling across the province visiting businesses and meeting with both
employers and employees who are part of the AIPP. This person delivers presentations to employers to
help them understand their role and responsibilities in the AIPP and provides detailed information on
PEIANC programs and services as well referrals for additional settlement support, integration activities,
language learning supports, transportation, etc.
IIDI also funds PEIANC's annual DiverseCity Multicultural Festival which celebrates multiculturalism on
PEI. DiverseCity is PEI’s largest, family-friendly, free, outdoor street festival and provides a multicultural
meeting-place which is accessible to all Islanders — new and established — and helps to create a more
welcoming community for immigrants. DiverseCity festivals are held annually in Alberton, Montague
and Charlottetown.
IIDI also funds language classes specific to the needs of both entrepreneur and labour clients. The basic
English or French level of PNP applicants has been increasing over the years, and a need was identified
for more specific training in business and workplace language as opposed to basic English or French. Onsite workplace language classes have been funded through Study Abroad Canada to meet this need.
There are currently close to over 1,500 international students enrolled at PEI post-secondary institutions.
The retention of International graduates is a priority of the Province of PEI. IIDI has dedicated staff who
works closely with Holland College, UPEI, and Collège de l’Île assisting international students who may
wish to stay on PEI to live and work upon graduation.
During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, IIDI worked in collaboration with other government
departments, settlement agencies, and ethno-cultural groups in an effort to communicate information
on government supports, changes in immigration processes, and other relevant information to our
newcomer population. We continue to work with these groups in an effort to better serve the
newcomer population in Prince Edward Island.
Prince Edward Island is proud of the accomplishments of our Immigration Programs. We continue to
support integration efforts and showcase success achieved and work with our ethno-cultural groups and
partners to support integration efforts. There are currently over twenty active ethno-cultural groups that
call the Island home. It is important to celebrate the success of our newcomers and we will continue to
profile these successes on our website and YouTube channel.
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Board of Directors
Johnny Flynn | Chairperson
Member at Large
Brendon McCloskey
Member at Large
Leticia LaRosa
Member at Large
Pamela Montgomery
Member at Large
Erin McGrath-Gaudet
Deputy Minister | Department of Economic Growth, Tourism and
Culture
Jamie Aiken
Executive Director | IIDI
Dan Campbell
Deputy Minister | Department of Finance
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Organizational Chart
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Contact Information
Island Investment Development Inc.
94 Euston St., Charlottetown, PE, C1A 7M8
Tel 902-620-3628
Fax 902-368-5886
www.immigratepei.ca
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